
Kataigída, Island #9

T
he island is designed for Tier 3 characters and

features a medium island, with a sparse
population, and fertile resources. The island

features a massive mountain and various caves

up and down the mountain side. Ships can

harbor safely at the wooden dock at the base of

the island.

The Conflict
Kataigída is the home to a Storm Giant named Fenja. She has

a curious object, a telescope, that allows her to view the

distant stars above her and is currently tracking the motions

of the stars. She recently witnessed a meteorite crash into a

nearby island and she would like the adventurers to retrieve it

for her.

Fenja
Fenja is a Storm Giant fascinated by the movements of the

stars above her home on Kataigída. She is currently watching

a fascinating transition of a body of stars interacting with

other celestial bodies in the sky far above her. She refuses to

leave this island for fear on missing out on what she hopes

will be a huge coalescent of celestial bodies, and spends as

little time as possible away from her telescope.

She is quick to get out of most conversations and has little

time for the problems of the smallfolk. She will offer any

hospitality if she thinks it will end a conversation quickly.

Wandering Monsters
This island is largely barren of creatures, though Fenja has a

mated pair of Behir that she keeps as pets and companions.

The behir typically feed off of perytons, wyverns and other

birds that nest on the island.

Behir
There are two mated behirs on the island, though they mostly

keep to themselves unless they have a clutch of eggs they are

hatching. Longtooth is the male behir and has an extra long

tooth, whereas his mate, Astrapí, is distinct as she has several

yellow spine ridges going along her back instead of the normal

black.

They can be found hunting the local game on the island and

share a cave about halfway up the mountain where they will

take care of a clutch of eggs. These eggs are retrieved by the

Storm Giants and raised outside of the island to protect royal

Storm Giants, and those that can afford the steep price.

They do not attack intruders unless they are attacked, Fenja

is attacked or they are commanded too.

Perytons, Wyverns and Others
The island is a stopping point for many large 

creatures looking for a place to rest during a 

long flight, while many make it off the island, 

several of them become food for the behirs that 

reside on the island.

Exploring The Island
All location descriptions for this island are keyed to Map #9.

Characters are likely to arrive on the dock and follow a

twisting path that climbs up the mountain. Perytons, Wyverns

and other large flying creatures may decide to attack the

characters, but beyond the local wildlife the climb up the

mountain is relatively easy so long as they stick to the path.

1. The Dock
A large dock awaits any ships that might wish to come to the

mountain, though it is hardly used. Upon getting closer to the

dock, anyone could tell that this is a dock for massive ships

and stands over 20 feet above the water. Climbing up the dock

from a ship might prove difficult, though on top of the dock

are a variety of massive ropes that can be used to tie off a ship.

A path cut into the mountain itself twists and turns all the

way up to the top, about an 8 mile journey.

2. The Cave
This large cave is much like the others on the island, except

this one is home to two behirs, and occasionally they will have

a clutch of eggs they are watching over.

3. The Lookout
Fenja can be found on the lookout, a massive tower that rests

on top of this craggy mountain. Here, she has a large

telescope that is always pointed up at the sky above. Most

clouds pass below the top of the mountain, which makes this

a great place to view the sky above. If anyone visits this place

and is not used to high altitudes and extreme cold weather,

they must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution check every hour

or gain a level of exhaustion.
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Astéri, Island #10

T

Depending on what time of day it is, Fenja can either be found

peering up at the night sky through her telescope, or sleeping

throughout the day. She rarely leaves the outpost, but when

she does, it is to check on her behirs and on any clutches of

eggs. Once there is a clutch, she will contact other Storm

Giants and sell off the eggs in exchange for supplies.

Fenja, upon realizing that she has guests, will be quick and

to the point. She would like their help as a meteorite landed

on a nearby island, and would really like it. Unfortunately, she

is currently watching a fascinating movement of stars through

celestial bodies, and she refuses to miss it.

If the party is willing to help, she will offer to pay them quite

handsomely, provide rare magical items or point them in the

direction of the Storm Giant city. If the party refuses, she will

ask that they leave as soon as possible.

If the party becomes violent, she will use a hunting horn to

alert her behirs, who will arrive in 1d4 minutes. Fenja will

protect herself and her telescope first, as she hopes that the

behirs will be able to deal with the adventurers, and will only

step into the fight if one is killed.

The Other Island
If the party decides to help Fenja, she can show them on their

nautical maps exactly where the meteorite landed, and where

that island is located. You can either decide where it is in

relation to Kataigída, or roll on the Island Coordinates Chart
and roll on the Check 19+ column. 

(See island #10 for more information.)

Storm Giant City
If the party wishes to journey to the city of Storm Giants,

Fenja will only show the party if they assist her in retrieving

the meteorite. Once she has the meteorite, she will show on

their nautical maps exactly where the Storm Giant City is

located. You can either decide where it is in relation to

Kataigída, or roll on the Island Coordinates Chart and roll

on the Check 13-18 column. 

(See island #tbd for more information)

Treasure
If Fenja wishes to give the party a reward for helping her

retrieve the meteorite, she can offer the party any item from

Magic Item Tables A, B, C, D, E, F, or H (Dungeon Master's
Guide, page 145). While she has access to most items on that

list, she can not get them legendary items, and it will take a

week before it arrives at the outpost.

If the party attacks her and ransacks her home, they can

find a large hoard of preserved foods that would last their ship

for many weeks, one half of a set of sending stones and a

small chest of coins that contains: 2d6 x 10 (70) pp.

The Islands’s Fate
The fate of Kataigída’s happiness is not in any great peril,

though if the party attempts to attack Fenja or steal from her,

they may find that they have powerful enemies out on the

seas. If they are able to help Fenja, she will be quite excited to

help them in the future.

Island Resources
TBD

he island is designed for Tier 3 characters and

features a small island, with a sparse
population, and barren resources. The island

features a destroyed forest sitting on top of a

wasteland thanks to the efforts of a cult to an

Elder Evil.

The Conflict
Astéri was the home to a group of cultists to the Elder Evil,

Atropus the World Born Dead. The Star Spawn were drawn to

this world by the summoning of the cultists and arrived on a

meteorite of black obsidian stone. Upon the arrival of the Star

Spawn's meteorite, the island was hit, not by an explosion of

fire and chaos, but of necrotic energy that sucked all life from

the trees, the cultists and any wildlife. The Star Spawn are the

servants of Atropus and hope to draw attention to this world,

to bring about total destruction.

The Cultists
The cultists that used to call this island home are all dead

now. They had tried to summon Atropus the World Born

Dead, an Elder Evil the size of a moon, they had failed and

only summoned a portion of Atropus, a chunk of black

obsidian that contained the larva forms of Star Spawn.

Upon the meteorite arriving, a small chunk of Atropus, the

island was slammed by a wave of necrotic energy that killed

all life on the island and turned the island into a wasteland.

None of the cultists survived except for their leader, Diafthorá,
who is a Star Spawn Seer. Diafthorá is the only one of the

cultists that truly knew what the cultists were summoning,

and understood what was to come for the world.

Wandering Monsters
This island is barren of all natural and living creatures, but

what has taken residence are monsters of horror.

Star Spawn
The Star Spawn that inhabit the island are slowly working

towards making this land reflective of their original home on

Atropus the World Born Dead. They are cursing the land and

turning it to rot so that no life could ever take hold. The ocean

waters they are slowly poisoning, and they have plans on

traveling to other islands to spread their plague.

While they are not mindless slaves to Atropus' will, they are

completely devoted to bringing about the Elder Evil's arrival

and will kill anything that they can see. They have no sense of

survival except for the smartest among them, and see their

deaths as furthering the great plans of Atropus.

Most Star Spawn on the island are Grue who travel in large

packs led by a Mangler. Diafthorá, a Seer, is the leader of the

Star Spawn and commands all on the island.
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Exploring The Island
All location descriptions for this island are keyed to Map #10.

Characters are likely to arrive on the beach and follow the

charred path to the North-East that leads into a small

encampment where the Cultists lived. From there, they can

see a path heads off to the West, to the site of the meteorite.

Throughout the island, they are at risk of being attacked by

roving packs of Star Spawn Grue with their Star Spawn

Mangler leaders.

1. The Beach
Several small sailing ships litter the beach, many of them

broken and destroyed as if purposefully done so to keep

creatures from leaving. The beach's sand is now darkened

thanks to the arrival of Star Spawn and hordes of Star Spawn

Grue reside in the dead trees, slowly turning this island into

their home.

If anyone steps onto the shores of this island, Diafthorá, the

Star Spawn Seer, will be aware of them, but can't pinpoint

where they are on the island. Diafthorá will send the bands of

Star Spawn to attack the intruders.

There are currently 2d6 Star Spawn Grue and a Star

Spawn Mangler near the beach that will attack any

adventurers that don't try to hide their journey through the

island.

2. The Cultist's Village
This tent-city is largely in ruins, and many of the tents that

used to be the home to cultists are torn to shreds or barely

holding on their wooden frames. There are 18 tents, each tent

has a tattered bedroll and a small trunk containing clothes,

trinkets, personal effects and some even have a journal

detailing what the cultists were doing on the island.

There are two Star Spawn Manglers that pass through here

quite often, and this island is in constant Dim Light for the

purpose of the Manglers able to take the Hide action as a

Bonus Action.

3. The Forest
The forest is home to a large horde of Star Spawn Grue, and

many will take notice of adventurers wandering through their

forest. You can roll a d20 for random encounters for every 10

minutes that the adventurers are traveling, on a 15 or higher

2d4 Star Spawn Grue will attack the adventurers and there is

a 50% chance that a Star Spawn Mangler will be leading

them.

4. The Summoning Site
This site has 4 stone pillars erected around a 

stone summoning site with dark runes carved 

into the stone work itself. These dark symbols 

are written in Primordial and tell the stories 

of sacrifices to Atropus the World Born Dead. 

Many of the Primordial symbols are stylized 

like Arcane sigils, and with a DC 15 Arcana 

(Intelligence) check an adventurer can deduce 

that the sigils require sacrifices to properly 

function.

There are several destroyed, and horribly burnt, bodies of

cultists all around the summoning site, largely left alone. They

carry nothing of value on them.

Diafthorá, a Star Spawn Seer, is currently using their

Comet Staff to draw new sigils in the stone work. It is

Diafthorá's attention to gather more creatures to be sacrificed,

and will, upon seeing the adventurers, welcome them to

Atropus' new home. Diafthorá will inform them that they are

to be sacrifices to their new god, and that this is a wonderful

opportunity for them. If they refuse, Diafthorá will force them

to be unwilling sacrifices.

Diafthorá is not alone at the summoning site as there are

2d8 Star Spawn Grue that can be summoned from the forest

and a Star Spawn Hulk that will charge into the center of the

adventurers so that Diafthorá can launch Psychic Orbs at it.

Diafthorá will fight to the death on the island, its death being a

necessary sacrifice to Atropus.

Treasure
The meteorite that Fenja, on Island #9, has asked for is

located on the summoning site and is 10 feet across and

weighs close to 600 pounds. It is frozen to the touch and has

several small tunnels pocketing it where the star spawn larva

had resided in while it traveled through space.

The Comet Staff that the Seer wields is a magical item.

Comet Staff. Quarterstaff, Very Rare (Requires attunement

by someone who can cast spells) 

This staff has 8 charges and you can expend a number of

charges when you hit with this quarterstaff to deal an

additional 1d8 psychic damage per charge expended. The staff

regains 1d6 + 2 charges per day.

The Island's Fate
If the Star Spawn Seer is killed, the other Star Spawn will

slowly start destroying each other as they no longer have a

leader. Eventually the island might support life again, but it

will forever bear the scars of Atropus, and some cultists may

lead a pilgrimage to this unholy site by mad dreams and

twisted visions.

Island Resources
None.
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